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Holiday Homework 

 

Class - V (2022-23) 

*Note for Students*: Summer Holidays are a well deserved opportunity to relax and 

rewind by indulging in activities that are pleasurable at the same time educative. We 

would like to thank all of you for making online classes and virtual Assessment a success. 

It’s a sincere request to all to complete holiday projects and home assignments on time. 

Engage yourself wholeheartedly as you will learn a lot through it. Practice your hobbies or 

inculcate new hobbies. Please ensure that you complete the assignment neatly. 

*Note for Parents*: Summer Holidays Homework is an initiative on our part, to inculcate 

innovativeness, creativity and interest in the tasks assigned to our students. It will not only 

enable them to recapitulate what was taught but will also help them to connect 

themselves to the various learning processes. 

 

ENGLISH: 

 

Be a reader-(Read the story and write the answers) 

It was a pleasant midnight. I was sleeping tightly. My sleep was interrupted by a blasting sound. I was 

alone … My parents were away for a week & I was staying with my Uncle Ron. Since he is deaf, he 

slept peacefully unaware of the blast. I was totally losing my heart when I realized that there is 

something mysterious happening in the garden. I didn’t get enough time to wake Uncle up & inform 

him. I grabbed a torch from my cupboard & rushed towards the place from which I heard the loud 

sound. I used to be a coward till that time. But at that moment, I gained some courage & that was for 

the first time in my life! I stood motionlessly at the sight of many UFOs firing at Earth from the clear 

sky. I couldn’t believe my eyes! Is this the end of our planet? I screamed for help. But there was no use 

of doing that! We lived in a lonely place at the hilltop. So there wasn't anyone nearby to help us. Since 

Uncle Ron was deaf, he slept inside the house unaware of the destruction happening outside. Suddenly 

I heard a robotic announcement from one of the UFOs. It was as follows: 

“Dear inhabitants of Earth, 
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We are the aliens from Planet Zoono who have come here on Earth to take over it. Good-Bye forever 

to all humans… 

Well Earth, Time to Take You On!!!! …” 

This announcement ended with a fireball from the UFOs hitting the Earth… This shook the earth 

surface… I turned white due to fear! I couldn’t maintain the courage I gained a few minutes before I 

came to know what was going on… 

I had no more lifelines other than Uncle Ron! I managed to escape from the firing by aliens & reach 

Uncle Ron who was lying motionlessly on his bed.  My heart was broken to find him unconscious. He 

was hurt by the firing! I was no other option other than to prepare myself for death! 

I cried aloud, “Oh God, I’m coming to you!!!” … Suddenly, I heard someone speaking, “Son, I am 

always with you!” A bright light fell all over the entire place. It was from the sky! As soon as the light 

came, all the UFOs disappeared & all the destruction caused by them also vanished! My head felt to be 

heavy & I fainted seeing the mysterious smile of the unknown life-saver!  When I regained my 

consciousness, I was on my bed! My Uncle was making coffee for me! He said he had a nice sleep 

yesterday!!! He isn’t aware of what happened at night! 

Q1. Give a suitable title to the story? 

Q2. What kind of story was it? (E.g. Drama, mysterious, friction or any other) 

Q3. Was that dream or a true incident? 

Q4. Was the unknown life-saver Lord Almighty? 

Q5. Can you add some more content to the story,make changes in the story as per your creativity and 

thinking. Be as creative as you can. 

Q6. List all the new and hard words you have learned along with its meaning( Take help from parents 

or google for meaning) 

Q7. List all the characters along with their characteristics, from the story 

Q8.Write a brief summary of what had happened in the story 

 

Be a Poet- Write a poem on a chart paper starting with “ It’s the Little Things______”, give your 

own title and imagination. Draw one  picture also related to your poetry. 

Or 

Look at the picture , give a suitable title and write a poem on it. 
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ह िंदी: 

I)वकृ्षों से होने वाले पाांच लाभ बताएां| 

II) कबीर दास जी के दोहे याद करके  अर्थ सहहत चार्थ पेपर पर ललखिएl 

III) 5 पेज सुलेि ललखिए 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES: 

I)Describe about  different part of stone age period. Also paste or draw the pictures of the tools belong 

to different stone ages. 

II)Compare and contrast primary and secondary sources of information. 

III)Mention the history of evolution of road transport. Paste pictures 

IV)When was printing press invented? What is the effect of printing press on communication?                    

Paste picture of the first printing press. 

V)Make a chart showing fundamental rights and fundamental duties of the citizens of India. 

VI)What is Constitution? Describe the guiding principles of the Indian Constitution. 
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MATHEMETICS : 
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I)Make lines , line segments, rays, with the help of match sticks. 

II)Do project companion 2I 

 

  

SCIENCE: 
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Q2.Collect two China rose and paste one complete flower in  your holiday homework  and dissect 

the second flower and stick anther,  filament  , petal, sepal of the flower. 

Q3. Make a small chart of different types of pollinators attracted to different type of flowers. 

 

COMPUTER: 

1.Write a short note and stick pictures for the same: Charles Babbage, Lady Ada Lovelace, Herman 

Hollerith, Blaise Pascal and John Napier. 

2.Generations of computers: Technology used in them and some examples and pictures of those 

technologies and Computers. 

3.Create a time line of at least 15 devices on Chart paper using shapes or pasting pictures. 


